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October 1,1981

Postal stamps
raise to 20*

tUff photo by De»n Koapfler
Police and Ilia squad members attend to Winifred Bedelle, 77, of 249 S. Church St., altar her car crashed Into
the home of Mrs. Bertha Hedge, 119 Napoleon Rd. Mrs. Bedelle la listed In fair condition at Wood County
,
Hospital In Bowling Green.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Postal Service defied its ratemaking watchdog yesterday and
raised the cost of a first-class
stamp to 20 cents, effective Nov.
1. Two minutes after it was announced, the move was challenged in court.
The 2-cent increase will be the
Postal Service's first that has not
been approved by the Postal Rate
Commission, which three times
rejected requests for a 20-cent
rate.
The new price represents a 25
percent increase in first-class
mail rates this year and a 333 percent increase since 1971, when a
letter could be mailed for a nickel
and a penny.
Robert Hardesty, chairman of
the Postal Service Board, defended the increase as "reasonable,
equitable and fiscally responsible."
Without the higher rates, the
Postal Service would have had to
borrow money to meet its costs,
Hardesty said. He said this
"would have been fiscally irresponsible."
Postmaster General William

Bolger said the new rate is high
enough to avoid another increase
for at least two years. Such
stability is important to large
users who must know postal costs
before deciding on mass mailings,
he said.
The National Association of
Greeting Card Publishers filed a
suit challenging the legality of the
increase at 10:19 a.m., two
minutes after it was announced.
THE SUIT in the U.S. Court of
Appeals contends the increase is
discriminatory because it applies
to some classes of mail while
some others are being decreased
or left the same.
"I can't believe they are doing
this right before Christmas," said
Norm Halladay, the association's
executive director. "Their own
studies show that the reason people send fewer Christmas cards is
increasing postal rates "
Consumer advocate Ralph
Nader said the unilateral increase
by the Postal Service "shows that
it operates totally without oversight from any government agency.

Proposed tax hike Meg Christian gives her lyrics strength I
may roll back tuition
Kathleen Koshar
News ataff reporter

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — The value of a car instead of the sellOhio House Finance Committee ing price.
held a marathon session late Under the amendment, that secTuesday as it tried to complete ac- tion of the law would be repealed.
tion on its version of Gov. James Also scrapped would be parts of
Rhodes' $13.5 billion budget bill. the earlier bill which imposed the
Expected approval by the panel sales tax on certain gift transfers
would enable a vote today by the of motor vehicles and a $10 surfull House on the measure, which charge for the transfer of certain
includes a $1.8 billion tax hike.
vehicles at no cost.
One budget bill amendment
seeks to encourage state-assisted
Committee members also
colleges and universities to roll
back recently imposed student agreed to make the change
tuition hikes by picking up part of retroactive so people forced to
the revenue the schools stand to pay a higher tax during the time
the law was in effect could be
lose.
reimbursed.
SPONSORED by Rep. Dean
Conley (D-Columbus) the They acted after the sponsor of
measure creates a $50 million a separate House bill dealing with
fund from which the board of the same subject predicted the
regents can approve reim- amendment would not end conbursements to each institution troversy surrounding the issue
that reduces fees. The amount of unless it was made retroactive.
reimbursement would be deterRep. Waldo Bennett Rose (Rmined by a formula defined in the
Lima) said that unlike his own
amendment.
To be eligible for the reim- House bill dealing with the same
bursement, the fee reductions subject, the amendment didn't
must be in effect for the ap- provide for reimbursement of
proaching winter term and stay at those involved in casual sales
the reduced level for the rest of when the book value procedure
fiscal 1982, which ends June 30, was in use. Repeal of the casual
sales provision could cost Ohio
1982.
from $23 million to $32 million in
revenue, he said.
Instructional fees at most Ohio Although the state will revert to
colleges and universities rose this its previous method of taxing
fall because of fiscal problems casual sales, another section of
compounded by earlier cutbacks the original bill giving a sales tax
in state support.
break to people who trade in their
Richard Eakin, executive vice old cars for new models will not be
provost for planning and affected.
budgeting, said he thinks it is Other amendments adopted by
premature to make any decisions the committee would:
about cutbacks on fees at this
time.
• Authorize the Ohio Building
Authority to borrow funds to plan
Lawmakers were criticized and construct a proposed $140
after enactment of a measure million state office building at
which provided for the sales tax State and High streets in Columon such non-dealer transactions to bus. Bonds sold to finance the probe figured on the "blue book" ject would be paid off with rent.

Weather

InsidePackard sails

Cloudy. High 70, low In
the high 30s. 70 percent
chance of rain.
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Meg Christian lives in a
woman's world.
She is part of a growing support system that is working to
create a community in which
women can control their existence. Christian's contribution to this support system is
through her music.
Christian, who performed in
the Grand Ballroom at the
University last night, is known
as the founding mother of
women's music. She is head of
Olivia Records, which she
started in 1973, a recording
company that serves as an
outlet for female artists and is
the largest women's label in the
country.
ALTHOUGH music is her
business, the women's movement is also a personal cause to
Christian.
"(The recording company)
was once a dream where we
could train women but it was
not financially feasible," she
said.
Christian has sold 80,000 to
90,000 records of her own and
Olivia Records has sold more
than 200,000. Her latest and

alhum
"Tnrninp It
It
third album,
"Turning
Over," was just released.
Christian began her musical
career at an early age in Lynchburg, Va. She started "playing things with strings" when
she was 5 years old and eventually became a nightclub
entertainer singing popular
music.
IN 1969. she participated in a
consciousness-raising group for
women that was trying to
analyze why women felt
frustrated and isolated. She
began to examine the words of
the popular music she was singing.
Christian said she was horrified by the words and thought,
"I don't really want to be singing this. I want to be singing
songs that celebrate women's
lives."
A new style of singing
developed from
that
consciousness-raising
experience. Christian was able to
adapt some popular songs to
her beliefs but she had to turn
to composing and other women
for new lyrics.
Christian then took her music
out of nightclubs to concerts
where she could work in a
women-controlled environ-
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Four-month budget hampers University
by David Slgworth
News ataff reporter

This is the year of the Interim
for the University and the 1981-82
budget has been no exception.
Because of the state's incapability to enact a budget, Dr.
Richard Eakin, executive vice
provost for planning and
budgeting, said the University has
been forced to deal with a fourmonth interim budget passed by
the state in July.
To estimate the University's

revenue for the entire year, Eakin
said, the four-month interim
revenue was multiplied by three.
Thus, the University is working
with an estimated $31.8 million in
state funding for the main campus.
THIS STATE revenue figure is
the lowest in three years, he said,
citing figures of $32.7 million last
year and$32.4 million in 1979-80.
Employing the $31.8 million,
Eakin said, the Board of Trustees
approved a spending authoriza-

tion of $59.7 million for the main
campus — the additional money
coming roughly from $24.1 million
in instructional fees and $3.8
million from miscellaneous income.
But anticipated University expenses for the year reach $61
million, he said. That is where the
$1.3 million problem comes in, he
said.
EAKIN said the only budget
items increased by the trustees in
the spending authorization were
contract and classified staff

salaries — although only by 5 percent — and utilities, by $775,000.
He also mentioned the University's hiring freeze as a step to cut
costs.
THE ONLY full-time personnel
hired will be those whose positions
are grant-funded or are fundamentally important to the
University, such as cooks in
residence halls, Eakin said.
Eakin said these and the other
cost-cutting steps the University
is taking will not be relaxed once
the state budget is passed.

BG'sPhelpsfreshman
phenom
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Opinion
Grievances too often Americans cite biggest fears
caught in the shuffle
I,

. n a University of this size, it is not all that hard to lose
someone in the dance called the university shuffle.
Dr. Carol Morgan, a former teacher at Firelands, is dancing from one office to another committee in the hope of
resolving her grievance.
Last month, Morgan fled a grievance in the office of
Equal Opportunity and Compliance charging sex
discrimination in the University's hiring practices.
Morgan was teaching in the department of Natural and
Social Sciences in a temporary position. She was not hired
to fill a permanent position.
Then, another position opened and Morgan said she was
considered along with a man who did not have as much
teaching experience as she did.
He got the job.
Morgan said that one of the reasons she did not receive a
permanent position was because her husband is living and
working in Iowa and she would have to live in Ohio —
alone— without him.
Morgan said that was discrimination against women on
the basis of marital status.
So, she filed a grievance. But, her grievance has been
passed from the office of Equal Opportunity Compliance to
the Faculty Personnel and Conciliation Committee.
Mullins on Tuesday refused to comment on the case other
than to say any grievances filed in her office are looked at
promptly.
She looked at it promptly and then passed
somewhereelse.
Too often, a grievance is filed one place, passed
somewhere else and then lost and nobody hears how it turned out.
Let's not let this happen to thiscase. A sex discrimination charge is a serious one. It deserves prompt resolution
wherever it finally ends up.

The magazine "Psychology Today" has just done a survey on
"America's Hope* and Fears." It
is a follow-up on one they did in
1964 and again in 1«M.
Things have changed, as far as
our fears go. In 1964, the thing we
were most afraid of was war. In
1961, our main fear is a "lower
standard of living." (War comes
in a weak third.)
When the survey was taken in
1964, Americans' second most
prominent fear was "ill health in
the family." In 1981, possibly
because of the influence of the
"me" generation, the respondents
said their second greatest fear
was "ill health for sen."
No one wants to admit this, but
even those of us who live in
Washington have personal fears.
We mask them with bravado and
by smiling a lot. But underneath
we're just as frightened as the
person in MissouTa, Mont., who
has found a Mediterranean fruit
fly in his grapefruit juice.
Armed with "Psychology Today," I went to a large party the
other night and took a survey
about what people in Washington
were really afraid of.
Here are some of the more
memorable responses:
A lawyer told me, "I'm afraid
I'm going to be seated next to
Supreme Court Justice Sandra
O'Connor at a dinner party and
say, 'What does your husband
do?'"
"My biggest1 fear," a friend
told me, "is that I'm going to be
invited to the White House and
break one of Nancy Reagan's
$1,000 plates."
An administration aide said,
"Off the record? I'm afraid In-

Focus
by Art Buchwald
Syndicated Columnist
n

IL

terior Secretary James Watt is
going to give permission to strip
mine the Rose Garden at the
White House."
A congressman said, "My biggest personal fear is that someone
is going to offer me $50,000 for my
election campaign and I'm going
to turn it down because I think it's
an FBI Abscam setup. Then I'm
going to find out it was a
legitimate donation."
"My biggest fear," said a
Treasury official, "is that

Chrysler is going to make it, and
then every large company that
gets in fiancial trouble is going to
want the same deal."
A lady told me, "I have this
nightmare that I'll be sitting at a
funeral next to Vice President
George Bush and will say to him,
What do you do?'"
A State Department official
said, "I have a deathly fear that
I'm going to get a call from Al
Haig some night who will ask me
to produce evidence to prove that
the only thine that can save El
Salvador is a fleet of AW ACS."
"My fear," a Democratic
senator told me, "is that we're going to win back, a majority in the
Senate in 1982, and then we're not
going to know what the hell to do."
"I'm afraid," said a friend from

the Department of Labor, "that
with the new budget cuts, every
unemployment office in the country is going to go condominium.
A broker said, "1 have this fear
that if the Dow Jones average
goes down to 500, President
Reagan is going to condemn all
the Buildings on Wall Street and
put the MX missile system in their
place."
A "reporter from The
Washington Post said, "My biggest fear is that I'll do a series on
the 'Right to Life' people, and
then they'll want to kill me."
Someone asked me what my
biggest fear was, and the first
thing that came to mind was that 1
was stuck in an elevator for four
hours with Phyllis Schlafly, and
only one of us could get out.

Dodging the proverbial budget stick
BOSTON-The problem for the
Reagan people is a simple one.
How do you transfer a mass of
responsibilities from the government to the private sector?
The tools also are simple ones.
They include a stick and,
sometimes, a carrot. With these
tools, they can hit a program here
and shake a tax incentive there,
and maybe, just maybe it will all
work out.
This is the transfer-and-pray
theory in action in Washington
these days. And if you need a decent example of it, look at the
child-care policies under the new
administration.
You have, in one hand, David
Stockman's better basic stick.
Any day-care program funded
under Title 20 is lumped among
the block grants, which have been
beaten down by 19 percent.
Because the states no longer have
to put up 25 percent in matching
funds, the real blow may amount
to 40 percent.
In the other hand, you have the
carrots. These particular carrots
are growing in the lush vegetable
patch of the Reagan tax bill. Here
you have some new and really
little-known tax incentives that
just might feed child-care
assistance in the private sector.
The Metzenbaum-Hawkins
Amendment to the tax bill served
up a couple of helpings to working
parents. First, it increased the
amount of a child-care tax credit.
Then it changed the tax laws in a
way that should encourage
businesses to offer child-care
assistance as a fringe benefit.

Focus
by Ellen Goodman
Syndicated Columnist

Here we see the theory: fewer
government-funded day-care
centers, more governmentencouraged private day-care incentives.
As of Jan. 1, a company has
more reason to help with that
crucial element of worker stability: day care. The company will
not only get a tax deduction if it
sets up a day-care center on the
job, it will also get a deduction if it
(1) pays for employee day-care in
other facilities or (2) reimburses
workers who pay babysitters in
their own homes.
Under the same new rules, a
worker will no longer have to
report this benefit as taxable income.
Since tax laws run the business
world, this could add up to a real
boost in industry's day-care
assistance for-working parents.
As Don Hasbargen of Hewitt
Association, a major employeebenefits consulting firm, put it:
"Now day care has become a taxfavored transaction. Those companies that would be inclined to
provide day-care benefits for
employees have an additional
reason to think about it."
It's unlikely that companies will
suddenly "think about" child care
as a standard item on the benefit
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sheet, like health insurance or a
pension plan. There are too many
employees who don't use childcare and too much sensitivity
about unequal benefits.
But it could become a featured
item, even a star attraction, in the
new flexible packages. These
packages, called "cafeteria
plans, are only in operation in a
dozen major corporations, but
they are being considered by
many others.
Under a cafeteria plan, a
worker can fill a tray of benefits
to fit his or her own needs from a
line of options, including
everything from vacation time to
legal insurance to dental care. A
working parent with children, for
example, might be able to pick
child-care reimbursement rather
than, say, vacation days, when
the kids are small.
The problem with this transfer
program is that the carrot may
not feed the same families who
are being affected by the stick.
The Title 20 programs have been
geared to the poor. There will be,
at best, a time lag before the effects of the changed tax law are
felt. In the short run, there will be
a net loss in day-care facilities.
But the new law has a potentially wide and beneficial effect. In
the long run, it encourages a
diverse system under which
parents can create and choose the
sort of day care they prefer-at
home, family day care, day-care
centers.

Respond.

If you would like to comment
on something in the News or
anything of interest to the campus or community, write to the
News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triple
spaced and signed. Please include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters to the editor
should not be longer than 200
words and columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in Dad taste,
malicious or libelous. All are
subject to condensation.
The letters are the individual
opinions of the writers and the
accuracy of their statements
has not been checked by the
News.
Address your comments to:
Editor of the BG News, 106
University Hall.

Justice department takes a vacation
Beagle, who works in the U.S.
Department of Justice, called me
and asked, "Do you want to play
tennis this morning? "
"It's only ten o'clock," I protested. "Don't you have any work
to do?"
"Nope. We're not supposed to
do any work, or we get in trouble."
"But surely someone is
violating someone's civil rights in
the country."
"We've been instructed to stay
away from that sort of thing. We
don't want to get Jesse Helms
mad."
"What has Jesse Helms got to
do with the Justice Department? "
"He doesn't have anything to do
with Justice directly, but every
time we try to carry out any of the
civil rights laws, he starts
screaming his headoff to the White
House, and then the word is passed down to lay off."

Focus

"Oh, we're very much into environmental protection laws. If
we find anyone violating them, we
Syndicated Columnist
write a stiff letter telling them
that if they don't desist we'll be
"But don't you have some an- very upset. It's actually a form
letter but they don't know it."
titrust cases to work on?"
"What's antitrust?"
"But surely. Beagle, in spite of
"You know - one company
swallowing up another so there not wanting to get involved in too
much litigation, there is
will be less competition."
"Haven't heard of one since something you people can find to
Reagan got elected. You know do."
"What about organized
bigness isn't necessarily badness.
The way we look at it here, no crime?"
large company would ever do
"That's something else. We
anything to stifle another com- don't like organized crime any
pany, and even if it did, it would more than anybody else. But we
take too much work to prove it."
have to make sure we're
"Well, if you're not suing operating within the law when we
anyone for civil rights violations, go after those people. We can't
and if you're not taking on any an- violate their civil rights."

by Art Buchwald
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titrust cases, what are you doing
about environmental protection
violations?"
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Newsbriefj

GTE proposes 70% local rate hike

Man questioned on assault
A male juvenile was questioned last night in connection with the alleged assault of two women on
campus, according to Campus Safety and Security.
The assault took place about 11 p.m. last night on
the west end of inner campus, according to a campus safety spokesman.
The spokesman said the juvenile was taken into
custody for questioning but was later released to
his parents.
The investigation continues.

by Dave Whitman
News staff reporter

Bowling Green residents are facing a
possible 70 percent increase in their
phone bills for private-line service next
year if the Public Utilities Commission
of Ohio accepts a rate increase proposed by GTE.
The proposed rate increase is for
local service only. Charges for longdistance calls will remain the same.
"What we're asking for is about $7.63
a month more," said William Kirby,
customer service manager at GTE.

BG log.
Anyone interested in forming a tenant's
organization should attend the organizational
meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in 101 Business Administration Building.

THE LAST rate increase was proposed by GTE in 1973. That increase
was granted in 1976, after it was con-

Rehearsals for the cantata, Alleluia, will begin
tonight at 9 p.m. in the choral room, Moore
Musical Arts Center.

Christian

University faculty members, John Bentley,
oboe, and Judith Bentley, flute, will present a
Joint recital at 8 p.m. Sunday in Bryan Recital
lall, Moore Muscal Arts Center.

The Wood County Disaster Services Agency will
conduct a county-wide siren test tomorrow
between 10 a.m. and noon.

+
+
+
*
+

Parkway Plaza
Shopping Center
MAUMEE. OHIO

(does not include engraving)

• Large Selection
• Design Consultation Available
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to reach people whose lives have been
changed by women's music."
Olivia Records is handled by women
only and Christian agrees that the
company is limited because of it. The
company handles its own record
distribution so more women can profit
from the support system.
"WE WANT to get the music out as

far as we can get it," she said, adding
that the company has had some
distibution problems.
Men are slowly becoming a part of
Christian's community. She said she
hopes men will "take the records and
use them as tools to educate one
another" and perhaps start their own
consciousness-raising music.

*

English & Western
Lessons
Boarding
Hay Rides
Party Facilities

*

'Ice Cream Social'
'ALPHA SIG
PIZZERIA PARTY" %
'Warm Up'

Oct. 1

+
+
*
+
+
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• Instant Service

The songs and the lyrics are not the
only force behind women's music.
Christian said a feeling of participation
and celebration at concerts makes the
movement strong. She said she
receives letters from people every day
whose lives have been changed by her
songs.
"What we find is we have only begun

FALL RUSH DATES:

Thurs.

HAS ARRIVED! I !

ON-CAMPUS students will not be affected by the increase, Kirby said,
since their telephones are owned by the
University.
City Council is now considering the
action it will take regarding the GTE
rate increase proposal.
Council may decide to protest the
hike at the PUCO hearings, join a
coalition in an attempt to block all or a
portion of the increase, testify individually to the Public Utilities Comission or simply do nothing.
In addition to the 70 percent increase
in private-line useage, GTE is proposing a 54.49 percent increase for twoSarty line customers, a 46.12 percent
ike for four-party lines and 59.32 percent increase for businesses.

ALPHA SIGMA PHI * Brookdale Stables
Public Trail Riding

893-6256
Supermarket
Trophy Shopping

on technology and change to increase
efficiency.
H. .aid GTE wants to add digital
swuching of calls to the Bowling Green
service area, a move which he said
depends heavily on whether GTE gets
the proposed rate hike.
The PUCO will look at GTE's earnings, expenses and productivity in
making a judgment on the rate increases, Kirby said, adding that GTE
has tried to increase productivity during a time when phone use is rising.
"We have 30 percent more phones
than we did in 1972, but we only have 2
percent more employees," he said.
CALLING telephone service "a "And people are using the phone
bargain," Kirby said telephone corn- more. . especially due to the increase
munications is an industry that relies in gasoline prices."

from page 1

ment. Her lyrics are centered on happenings in the lives of women such as
rape, changing laws, oppression,
motherhood and many are
autobiographical.
"I HAVE written about specific incidents in my life when I felt the oppression of being a woman and a lesbian," Christian said.

Open auditions for University Performing
Dancers will be tonight from 6:30 to 9 p.m. in 302
Eppler North.

sidered and cut in half by the PUCO.
Kirby said the present increase was
proposed officially to the PUCO last
June. The PUCO will hold private and
public hearings on the increase this
winter. Kirby said he expects the
PUCO to make its final decision on the
matter in March.
Kirby blamed the price hike on inflation.
"Today, GTE is charging on 1973
costs," he said. "We are charging the
same rates we were charging in 1976.
We are as productive as we can be for
the money we charge."

Tues.

Oct. 6
Thurs.

Oct. 8

655-2193

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75 Drive West To
2nd Crossrood Turn South (Mitchell Rd)
Next Crossrood Is Freyman IXd
Turn Eosi & Continue 200 Yds

14810 FREYMAN RD - CYGNET
■BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for*
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.
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Pitta Sub (Pep.*.*. moio.sao.aM Special PinaSuxc)
Veg. Sub (flm ifloio/tSo Chew* ftKtfwoomi tomoioet I«l«« Sr Onto*)
Bit SUBS P.RE IT1P,DE TO ORDER WITH YOUR CHOICE OF Onrons. Catsup.
mayonnaise. Lettuce Ptna Sauce. Pickles. Pepper Rings. It Dressing
Am. mozaielia Cheese. ITIusHioomv or Tomatoes
Garlk&readcsssce.)

65

...Mich

15'

with cheese.

JOE WALSH

Pepsi. Diet Pepsi Coke. Dr Pepper. (Tit Dew. and 7 up (12 oi. cans)
P*<ei tvbfeii to ctiong* wrtliow) notKe

IEAN-LUC PONTY
COSMIC MESSENGER

1 FREE POP
with the purchase of any large sub
H»k For It When Ordering

OUR

mm POP
with the purchase of any snail pizza
Ask For ll When Ordering

JEAN-LUC PONTY
Free Delivery

352-5166

ONE COUPON PER SUB
EXPIRES DEC 31 1981

Pf&r""
352-5166

9 COUPON C
PRESENT COUPON WHEN PAYING
I—

LINDA RONSTADT

it
MANHATTEN
TRANSFER

ROXY MUSIC

GREATEST HITS

lrlRIL 0* II All
[HI [WiT

ROXY

Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES DEC 31 1981

► COUPON 1

^@i&

YOUR MUSIC
LIBRARY

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK
M-SAT 9 AM 10 PM
SUNDAYS 11 AM 6 PM

YES

4 Tht M.

NOT October

I, INI

Packard enthusiastic
as Education dean
by Maria Cliterlno
Nawa staff raportar

Before Sandra Packard became
dean of the College of Education, for
her Bowling Green was just a place to
pick up south Interstate 75 to head
home following a boating trip to Cedar
Point. Today it's a major part of her
life.
Now the enthusiastic "workaholic",
as she calls herself, expresses not only
gratitude for a warm welcome, but
also optimism for what lies ahead in
her duties as dean.
One of several applicants for the vacant dean's position, Packard chose to
leave her position as both associate
provost for special programs and
faculty member teaching therapy and
educational art courses at Miami
University in Oxford.
IMPRESSED with the University
after her initial interview, she
withdrew from prospective job offers
as academic vice-president for two
small, private colleges.
"When I came up for the interview I
liked the vitality on campus. There's a
sense at BG that anything's possible,"

FAKE A SHORT DRIVE
TO FREMONT. OHIO
FOR THE BIGGEST
|MOVIE EXPERIENCE
OF VOUR LIFE"

she said. "There's a sense of excitement and openness to new ideas and
there's value placed on innovation and
improvement."
The quality of programming in
technology, home economics, recreation and health education also were
determining factors in her final decision to accept the position as dean. She
believes University students are getting a "really fine education."
BECAUSE many students she came
in contact with at Miami chose Bowling Green as their second college
choice, Packard regarded the University as having a favorable reputation
She said, however, that there is a
distinct difference between Bowling
Green and Miami University students.
"One of the nice things is that the
students here don't walk around looking perfectly preppy. There's more of a
relaxed atmosphere and the freedom
to be yourself.' she said.
"There's also a greater diversity in
the kinds of students with more minority, foreign and different socioeconomical levels."
continued on page 7
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LET'S DO THE
TIME WARP
AGAIN!

n83r>
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Dean Sandra Packard greats faculty members at a reception held in her honor last week.

NEW STUDENT DINNER

SMfaW

•tall photo by Al Fuchs

Sunday, Ocl. 4,6:00 pm $1.00

UNITED CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Thurstin St. at Ridge
Call 352-7534 for reservations.
UCF is a campus ministry of: American Baptist, Church of the
Brethren, Disciples of Christ, Episcopal, Lutheran (ALC& LCA),
United Church of Christ, United Methodist and United Presbyterian. |
USA

CAMPUS
FILMS
PRESENTS
FRIDAYS. SAT
8:00 8, 10:00
SO.FAMESIVE MASTIC SHELF LINER
Damp." iheH . . . Tock iock odh»tiv. holds light'
Solid, floral or cone-look. irw.xlOl. (tor wall
cabinets). JTW.KS'I. (tor bo., cobinets).

REGULAR
|US

Polyester cotton knu
Fleece lined. Elastic
waist Siies S M.I.XI

Main Aud.

Main Aud.

SUNDAY
7:008.9:00

EMPTION CENTER

All Films are $1.00
w/student I.D.
For Questions call
UAO: 2-2343

BETTEMIDLER
ALAN BATES
THEROSE
Main Aud.

mmomwm9
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FANTASTIC, MELLOW, FOLK-ROCK MUSIC BY

STACY MITCHHART

| OX--"

AND

KEN COWOEN

■..

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3

$1 COVER

f * -4.GHT

1*4
.!»»©P

Reg.32.44

Murphq's
MART

Midnight

HALLOWEEN

STIR
CRAZY

Soft-touch pullovers with embroidered accents.
Collar style or cable-front turtle and V-neck
stylet. Acrylic knit. Luscious colors. S.M.I.
taen. HO ejkMCHeCKf. AT U A IT M eat sioes.

WNCHEONSIZE
PAPER NAPKWS

Oct.2&3

1080 SOUTH MAIN, BOWLING GREEN

STORE DAILY 10:00-10:00
HOURS: SUNDAY 11:00-6:00

Q.Qn ?
-'•*>"-.
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Elsewhere
Khomeini accused of sabotage
mander in chief of Iran's armed
forces; former air force commander Javad Fakuri and the
Islamic Revolutionary Guards
No. 2 man, Mohsen-Rahim
Kolahdoz.
The cause of the crash was
under investigation.
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini,
in a speech of condolences, called
on the country's 36 million Iranians to defend Iran with "iron
will and pride... So that the blindhearted people and the hypocrites
and those who are in the'West's
embrace will know that the Iranian people and armed forces still
live.
While his reference was to the
leftist Mujahadeen Khalq, he did
not actually blame them for
engineering the crash. The
Tehran newspaper Kayhan said
the accident was due to "technical
ALSO KILLED were Maj. Gen failure."
Valeollah Fallahi, acting comIN PARIS. Mujahadeen leader-

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Four
of Iran's top military men and an
unspecified number of war
wounded died in a transport plane
crash, Tehran Radio announced
yesterday. Authorities also said a
plot was uncovered to kill the nation's chief justice and police
chief.
The crash Tuesday night of a
U.S.-made C-130 Hercules
transport killed Defense Minister
Musa Namju and three other
military commanders returning
from southwestern Iran's battlefront with Iraq, according to official communiques.
The huge transport went down
as it neared Tehran on a flight
carrying an unspecified number
of wounded troops and bodies of
soldiers killed in the war with
Iraq, the communiques said.

WOMEN

FOR

in-exile Massoud Raiavi suggested Khomeini ordered the
plane sabotaged, saying, "It is
natural that Khomeini himself is a
suspect in this because he hated
officers like Fakuri." Rajavi said
after he and ex-President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr escaped to
Paris aboard an Iranian air force
plane, that "Khomeini accused
Fakuri of complicity and relieved
him of his leadership responsibilities in the air force."
Fakuri was defense minister
during Bani-Sadr's presidency
but was described by Iranian
observers as neutral in Iran's
power struggles. Khomeini
earlier this month relieved him of
the air force command and made
him an adviser to the joint chiefs
of staff, a demotion.
The government announced
yesterday that guerrilla hideouts
of the Mujahadeen Khalq, which
mixes Islamic tenets with Marx-

ism, and the Marxist Fedayeen
Khalq were raided and documents
showing a new assassination plot
seized.
THE REGIME said the national
police chief, Col. Ibrahim Hejazi,
and the chief justice of the Islamic
Supreme Court, Abdulkarim Ardabili, were the targets.
Ardabili is a member of the Interim Presidency Council, which
has governed Iran since President
Mohammad Ali Rajai was
assassinated in a bombing Aug. 30
along with the prime minister.
Iranians are to vote Friday for a
new president, the second since
Bani-Sadr's ouster three months
ago that incited Iran's
underground opposition to street
violence and assassinations
No details were given on the uncovered conspiracy.

Reagan short of votes
for sales of AWACS
WASHINGTON (AP) Senate Republican Leader
Howard Baker Jr. told President Reagan yesterday he does
not have the votes to clear the
$8.5 billion arms sale to Saudi
Arabia, and Secretary of State
Alexander Haig Jr. hurried
home from the United Nations
to try to save the deal.
Baker told reporters he
thinks the president still can
win the congressional test, but
opponents now have the upper
hand.
"I think Ronald Reagan's going to get the AWACS through,"
Baker said. But for now, he told
reporters "We don't have the
votes."
A 30-DAY clock for congressional veto of the sale was to
start running yesterday with
the administration's formal
submission of the sale to Congress.

In another development, the
administration abruptly
postponed submission of the
sale to Congress and Haig
returned to Washington to
report to the White House on efforts to negotiate a compromise
to save the deal.
Deputy State Department
spokesman Alan Romberg said
the reason for Haig's return
was to brief White House officials on a report from U.S.
Ambassador Richard Murphy.
Haig sent Murphy to Riyadh
on Sunday with a new proposal
and instructions to try to work
out a compromise for joint
U.S.-Saudi manning of the
Saudi AWACS planes.
The administration says the
sale is vital for defending the
Saudi oil supply but opponents
call it a threat to Israel and a
compromise of supersecret
equipment.

WOMEN

ORIENTATION MEETING
TONIGHT IN THE FACULTY
LOUNCE IN THE UNION: 7:30 p.m
loin us for refreshments
and entertainment and
find out more about

WOMEN

FOR

WOMEN
Ml

sun

$1.50

FRIDAY*, SATURDAY MIDNIGHT MOVIE
FREE 3-D GLASSES FOR EVERYONE!

A

COLOR

LOLLIPOP GlftLS

Starring JOHN HOLMES

And 18 All N*w ■rotle ■•aullasl

Professional
photography
is more than
an art.

DON'T FORGET...
BOWLING TEAM TRYOUT
INFORMATIONAL MEETING

— TONIGHT —
When it comes to getting
a job in professional photography, creativity isn't enough
Vou also need strong technical and practical skills
that's why. at the Ohio
institute of Photography, all
our instructors areprofessional photographers so
you'll gtoduate thinking like
a professional

ojp
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a Mandatory for all men and women
interested in trying out for the bowling team.

WHEN RUSH IS OVER. WOULD YOU
RATHER RE A PLEDGE OR AN
ASSOCIATE MEMBER?

trWe •o »«e COCM*

PIEDMONT
APARTMENTS
| -SPECIAL TWO PEKSON
| RATE

i■

TWO BEDROOM APTS.
i -S250 00-FURNISHED
-ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED j
EXCEPT LIGHTS

WITH HEATED POOL
PH357*VJ78
4

Rush periods are times for important decisions. Your choice of
fraternity will be necessary to your happiness and sense of belonging within that organization. As an Associate member of Lambda
Chi Alpha there is no hazing. No Hell Week. No "tests" of your
manhood. Just clean, honest brotherhood. Associate Membership
describes a period in which fraternity educatin is most intensified
for an individual. However, one is not isolated into a class, but is
permitted and encouraged to join the active membership in
operating the fraternity. If you feel that Lambda Chi Alpha may be
what you're looking for, we invite you to come and see the men
who feel they made a wise decision.
October RUSh Dales (All rush parties from
7:30 -10:00 pm at the Lambda Chi house):

C -"ERRYWOODCIUB
RCCCENVEf'.

7:00 PM ALUMNI ROOM UNION

|

II
*
J

THURS., 10/1 (TONIGHT)
TUES., 10/6 - NON - ALCOHOLIC
TUES., 10/13

The Political Impact of The Moral Majority'
*

FORMER SENATOR

BIRCH

*

BAYH

OCT. 5 8:00 PM
GRAND BALLROOM
An Interesting evening with —

,

the author of the 26thAmmendment to the
Constitution giving 18 vear olds the right to vote.

FREE AND OPEN TO ALL.

* Tk. M, N«. Ociekcr I, INI

ANNOUNCING HIGHLAND'S 4 DAY CAR STEREO SALE:

Specia

SAVE A FORTUNE
MAKING YOUR CAR
SOUND LIKE A MILLION.

! i .>tHWIei'«i».

SUB - SANDWICH
Qoodnais since 1962!
Warzy's famous sub sandwich A meal in Itself!

Everything In Car Stereo Is On Sale Friday Thru Monday
You'll go a long way to find better deals, bigger selection
ol name brand models and the expert service you get at
Highland's "Tune-Up Centers". Plus you get Highland's
low-price protection. Buy it at Highland. If you see the

Delicatessen and Wine Shops

NOW
FREE

same item for less within 30-days of purchase anywhere
In the area, we'll refund the difference, plus 10% of the
difference. Make your car sound like a million without
spending a fortune. Friday thru Monday.

A16oz.pepsi
€j|
with each GRINDER V

THURS. FRI. AND SATURDAY ONLY!

Beer

e wine * Snacks •

Mixes

Cheeses

Delicatessen and Wine Shops
1068 North Main St.
Next to the liquor store
352-8434

aste

Save 20% at Saveway
on Men's and Women's Leather Mocs
Ahoy Mates! A classic deck-shoe look for men and
women. Genuine leather uppers with leather laces and
non-skid ribbed sole. Sale ends Sunday.

1

1IJ 1
■ A

now

$

19,7-s20"
Reg. s23"-s25*

^.^

H
Sanyo 3-Way
Car Speakers
Deluxe 3-vvjy system. 6"x 9". 20
oz. woofer magnet. Lock-wire
construction. HSP778. Reg $89 88

Pioneer Graphic
Equalizer/Amplifier
5- bands with Individual tone control. tOW'ch with no more than
0.05% THO. DAD30. Reg. $124.

Sanyo AM/FM Cassette Car
Stereo At 4-Day Savings!

Pioneer 2- Way

Mini-size chassis fits most Imports and compacts. Has
locking fast forward. Local/long distance switch and
auto. stop. Model FTC2. Regular $69.88.

Super Car Sound System With
AM/FM Cassette And Speakers
ln-dash AM/FM cassette with stereo indicator light and
Sanyo 4" dual cone car speakers with European grill design. Model RY704/SP709. Regular $82.76.
COMPLETE FOR ONLY

Car Speakers
2- way 6 "K 9" car speaker system
has 20 oz. woofer magnet. Model
TS-694. Regular $69.88.

Craig In-Dash

AM/FM Cassette
Fits most foreign and domestic
cars. Has locking fast forward/
rewind. «T622. Regular $89.88

IIKII
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IN-DASH

Panasonic Deluxe
AM/FM Cassette
Metal tape capability. Dolby N.R.
Automatic reverse. FM optimizer.
Model COS742. Regular $219.

*184

Jensen Car Stereo System
High Performance, Low Price!
In-dash AM/FM cassette has scan & memory feature.
Digital time/frequency display. 6"x 9" 3-way speakers
have 20 Oz. woofer magnet. Regular $439.
COMPLETE FOR ONLY

s:

Sanyo Deluxe
AM/FM Cassette
ln-dash pushbutton with auto.
music select system. Full auto.
reverse. #FT9. Regular $189

*148
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Savings On Cassette Tapes!
MAXELL pak ol 2. low noise
60-minute blank cassette recording tapes. Stock up &
save! H.N60PK2
Regular $3.88.

Jensen AM/FM
Cassette Car Stereo
ln-dash with pushbuttons. Auto.
reverse and local/long distance
switch. VR406. Regular $249.

*216
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BASF pak of S. PRO III. 90
PAK |
minute blank cassette reOF '
cording tapes with free carry case. Hold* 12 tapes . .
R egular $20.95.
»"M FH.a caaa

•II

TDK pak ol 6. SAC90. 90
mm. cassette tapes with free
OF *»
luxury cassette carry case.
Holds up to 30 tapes
Regular $27.88.
""*** "»■■ «=«•*

Pioneer FM
Cassette Car Stereo

440 EtMl Cswrl -

CTSMV

G***g«'* ti—« ...j fr**»
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Automatic elect. Muting a loudness. Bass and treble controls.
DKP500. Regular $159. Save!
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1412 REYNOLDS RD.

Bill BS

y2 Mile South of Ohio Turnpike (Exit 4)
Maumee, Ohio

I

Phone 891-0515
Open Daily 10 to 9, Sunday 12 noon to 6
ACROSS FROM BOB SCHIMDT CHEVROLET
COPYRIGHT 1M1 HIGHLAND APPL.'CC
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EAST
440 E.Court 352-1596

SOUTH
945 S. Main 352-7571

11:A.M. ■ 12.F.M. SUN ■ THURS
11:A.M. ■ V.AM. FRI ■ SAT
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PackarcL=!2i
for female students and doesn't
believe being a female will create
any future turbulence or problems within the college.

After signing 200 teacher contracts her first day'Packard admitted she knew her job wouldn't
be easy, but believes that living in
this town will make the work
something to look forward to.

"If I'm able to do the job it
won't make any difference if I'm
"MY HUSBAND and I have a man or a woman," she said."I
been treated incredibly warmly like being challenged and to use
here. This is a very nice town to my energies well."
move into. This is a town that
readily accepts you and a good
Slace to raise children in because SHE DESCRIBES herself as
lere's a sense of security in a outgoing and pledges to be open to
suggestion and student concerns.
small community."
Although a traditionalist at "I'm probably reasonably
heart, Packard was delighted traditional in my views but
when her eldest daughter, Dawn, somewhat irreverent in my
a seventh grader at Bowling humor," she said."I think I'm
Green Junior High School, concerned with what happens to
became the first girl to play on the people, but I also like the intellechockey team. Her other daughter, tual stimulation of the academic
Shana, is a fifth grader at Con- world.
neaut School. Her husband. Martin, is a clinical psychologist who "I'm somebody who can believe
still commutes during the week to passionately in certain ideals and
stick by them. I don't get terribly
his practice in Oxford.
Packard regards her position as upset if other people don't agree
a woman dean to be a role model with me.

Classifieds*
CAMPUt/CITY EVENTS

Reagan scatters MX missiles in West,
goes with B-1 bomber Stealth aircraft
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan has decided
to scatter 100 MX missiles
among 1000 shelters in the West
and to build the B-1 bomber
while a more advanced, radareluding Stealth aircraft is
developed, sources said yesterday.
A key Senate source, asking
anonymity,
said
he
understands Reagan has not
settled on which states will
house the new generation of
nuclear missiles. The
possibilities include shuttling
them, shell-game fashion, on
desert land in Nevada and
possibly Utah, or basing some
in existing Minuteman missile
silos in other states.
The president is to announce
those multibillion-dollar decisions on Friday as he discloses
plans to modernize the nation's
strategic forces, which he con-

LOST 4 FOUND

T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
Custom, screen punting t shirts and
sportswear lor your group or organizaNew Student Dinner. Sunday. Oct. a. 6 tion. Lowest pticolast delivery Call
Tim
353-7DII
pm. St 00 Co-sponsored by Untied
Christian
Fellowship
A
local Theta Chi • Invites any interested man
URtONALS
Presbyterian. Methodist A Chrlatlan to thatr open ruah tonight at 7:30 at 7th
MEN' WOMEN'
Churches Call 352-7534 by Friday lor and High Sis Rides available Call 362
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign reaarvallona.
8806 Visit the oil campus alternative
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR (XCEP
TIONAL CHILDREN. Organizational No e.penence required Excellent pay. Omlettes IHta you've never aaan. only at Congrats. Bath on becoming an Alpha
mewling. Sun. Oct. 4. 6 00 pm. Com Worldwide travel Summer |Ob or Corner IWoharn.
XI! Get psyched lor a great year You're
carpet Send WOO lor tnlormatlon.
mutaf Center, Alt vretcomet
Has boot ror>mrna1A. Lov-a MAM.
SEAFAX. Dapt F« Bo. 2049. Pol I'm EASY
I'm CHEAP
FreeTahirta Call Kelly352-0848.
Anoalee. Waahlnaton asm
and I'm QUICK...
FREE 10 good home, long haired Hit_ FRE8H dellcloua donula at Sam B'a. with tehlrts lor your group or organisatens PH 363-2135
OpanOA.M.'
SERVICES OFFERED
tion For over 3 years now the Deal
How many aandwichee could you want prices A servicea In BO Call Tim 363Coma ruah the Alpha Slge lonajhl OsaIrom a reatauranl? Sea il wa havp 7011.
ka* Crsem Social should bo a great
erwuqri ■! Cornaf Kitchen.
AUSHTKl
MRSP. Rale* atarta al 8-00 p.m.
Coma rush the Alpha Siga tonight. Our RUSH TKE
Za»ee-Welcon>e lack Everybedyl am
lea Cream Social should be a great RUSHTKE
psyched lor a fabulous quarter! ZTB
time. Ruah atarta at S 00 pm
FROM HERE TO FRATERNITY RUSH Love, your Little Sletera.
I4MM1MOM
Pindar's Racorda . HUNDREDS ol LPa PARTY AT DELTA TAU DELTA 7:80 TO
only 93.89
Dave Albright: You're 20 now? That's
Will do apt. A houaa cleaning Rat &
Bear Blest Beer Blast Beer Blaal
right! Licensed end working! Happy
rales Call attar cpm. 8234423
31 Family garage Bale. Oct 2. 94; Oct
N.E. Commons October 2.900 pm.
berated Birthday! Love. Apt. 11.
3. 9-3 Lake Band BUg Falrgrounda in
NEED A SOUND SYSTEM FOR A PAR. Bear Blast Beer Blast Bear Blast.
B.O. Furn . am appliances. TVs, apor- ALL YOU CAN EAT FISH FRI NIGHT
TY. RUSH, TEA OR OTHER OCCA- All campus welcome
tlng goods, house planta A other apt CORNER KITCHEN 183 8. MAIN
WOUt CALL Teal 2-9947.
RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
lurnlahlngs. FREE COFFEE!
Learning French? Call PHKra-364-1341
Come rush Alpha Saga tonight Our Ice
RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
lor French couraea Vocabulary
BREAKFAST ALL DAY CORNER KIT Cream Social should bo a great lima.
RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
pronunclatlon-grammar etc
CHEN
Rush alerts el ADO p m.
7 309 30
ANYONl INTERESTED IN SKYDIVINO
OR LEAANINU HOW TO SKY DIVE
THERE WILL BE AN INFORMATIONAL
MEETING TMORS.. OCT. 1« AT
MEMORIAL HALL. ROOM 281. FROM
'00 TILL*10PM.MOVIESAN0EOUIPMENT DEMONSTRATIONS WILL M
SHOWN. FOR MORE INFO CALL RICK
ATM! IH.

Congratulations to Uetlnda Griaaar on
Wallat teat In lira! Hoot bathroom In her Phi Tau la.allenng. to Christy
Witbeck on bar engagement. A alao to
■ARMS CallChrlaaHMOas.
Colleen Murphy on her Dell pinning
Found 1 oik A gray A ami tiger striped
Love. Your Alpha XI Motet*.
killer- naar OHanhauer. Call 372-6187

V*************************^***************************

TH& BROTHERS OF

tends have fallen dangerously
behind those of the Soviet
Union.
ONE THOUSAND vertical
Minuteman silos are buried on
Air Force bases in North
Dakota, South Dakota, Montana and Wyoming. Four hundred of those are large enough
to accommodate the MX and
would require little modification.

Of the 400, 150 are controlled
by Grand Forks Air Force Base
in North Dakota, 50 by
Maelstrom AFB in Montana
and 200 by Francis E. Warren
AFB in Wyoming.
Delaying a decision on where
to deploy the MX would not
necessarily set back the 1986
period when the first of the
missiles is scheduled to be in
operation, according to an Air

Reward, 1260 00 Reward lor information leading to the arrest and conviction of parson or parsons involved In
steeling AAA emblem A letters Irom
Wood County Club Building Pn. 352
5275
CONGRATULATION BRENT VANVOOREN AND SHERRY HEADLEE ON
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Aides to several members
and committees of Congress
concerned with the MX project
said they were having difficulty
nailing down the president's
plans.
"WE'VE BEEN up a good
part of the night and this morning" trying to confirm various
news reports, said Mary Lou
Cooper, an assistant to Rep.
Jim Santini, D-Nev.
Rep. Byron Dorgan,(DN.D.), complained that he, too,
was rebuffed by White House
officials.
"

"WE HAD not planned on
making the selection on the
deployment area until late
November
or
early
December," he said.
But a delay of several months
past December could set back
the MX schedule because of
problems with further environmental studies and land
acquisition," Terrill said. "You
run into a problem with land
withdrawal, Terrill added.
Reagan is expected to go

Annette Lupo

Tl M E: 8:00, Thursday, Oct. 1
P-LACE: President's Lounge
(located in the
ICE ARENA)

interested In being con
eMerod lor e Rhodes Scholarahlp lor
1982 should telephone (372 2579) Prolessor Relph WoMo In the Department
ol English by October fl. 1881. Aa>
pHcanla must be eighteen or over bill
nol yet twenty-lour, be unmarried end
have a bachelor's degree before Oclober 1882. Applicants must >lso haws
al least e 3.5 cumulottve point average
beyond the freshman year, must have
displayed literary echlevornonte. must
demonetrete fondness lor end success
In spots, and muet he-re moral lorce ol
character end instincts to lead.

aneaa wnn pians to manufacture the B-1 bomber, was rejected by then-President Jimmy Carter, and to develop
Stealth bombers able to elude
enemy radar, the source said.
Air defenses of the U.S. continental also would be
strengthened.

Force spokesman, Lt. Mike
Terrill.
In fact, Terrill said, the Air
Force does not expect environmental impact statements
on all the areas under consideration — Nevada, Utah,
Texas and New Mexico — to be
completed until next month at
the earliest.
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Board of Trustees
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Beverly Mulllnj
Equal
Opportunity
Compliance
372-04*5

I

Myren Chenault

H

Legal, Staff
& Contract
Relation*
37247203

John Marti*

Richard Conrad

Michael Ferrari

University
Computer
Services
373-3*11

Richard Eakin

Interim President
372-2311

Planning
& Budgeting
372-2*17

James Lessia

Undergraduate
Admissions
373-200*

Institutional
Studies
372-3611

1
Cery Brewer

Inter collegiate
Athletics
372 2401

Resource
Planning
373-04*1

Registrar
373-0441

Richer*" Edwards

James Litwin

John Er*»«n

Poor—Postlch

Acting
Provost
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lor Operations

Executive Vice
Pres.OiSecfyto
Board of Trustees
373 3311

372-312*
PavlNwsser
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Mary Miles

Kenneth Wendrich

Dean. Health and
(Community Services
372-0242

Dean, Musical Arts
,
3722181

Sandra Packard

Acting Dean.
Arts and
Sciences
373 2015

Dean, Education
372-0151

*"-|vtr

Algal** Ada mi

Dean. Business
Administration
373-2747

Dean, Flrelands
*3-x22*

Associate
Provost
372 2915

Treasurer &
Fiscal Officer

Daan of Students
3732147

372 2205
Joseph Martini

Dwlght Burling* m«
Dean. Univ.
Libraries and
Learning Resources

Garrctt H«bcrl*in

Bursar
372 2815

Dean of Graduate
College and Vice
Provost for Research)
372-37*1

372 2054

Ramona Cormier
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-i
Charles Means

Ronald Morse
Vice Provost for I
:ontinulng Education',
Regional & Summer
Programs

Vice Provost
for Educational
Development

3720357

3720181

James Oaltoway

Terry Parsons

Director,
Jniverslty Placemen
Service
372-2356

Director,
Student Recreation
Center

372 2711

I
B.O. Arrowsmlth

Fayefta Paulsen

Associate Dean
of Students
3732147

Associate Deen
of Students,
Residence Life

Richard Lenhart
Associate Dean of
Students, University
Student Activities
372 0295

373 345*
1

Beryl Smith
Director, Financial
Aid & Student
Employment
372-3651

*Hk wm to cure cancer In your lifetime.

FICTION EDITOR
Needed
for undergraduate literary publication
Knowledge of fiction necessary
experience in magazine work preferable.
Interviews Thurs., Oct. 1,1981
lOaAHanna 8:00p.m.
••• Bring Sample of own work.

Director,
Commuter Center
372 2573

372-2456

Gregory DeCrane
Director,
I
Student Organizations
New Student Programs
372-2843

Reman Carofc

Wayne Colvin

Director, Counsellnj
:areer Development
Center
372 2081

Director.
Email Group Housing]
& Greek Life
372-2151

Thomas Mlsuraca
Director.
University Activities
Organization
372-2343

parehMrtlnson

Robert W«M

Director,
Standards a.
Procedures
372-2149

Dire.
Director,
HOU!
Housing
373-i
372-2011

TKinL- to vouf help. the rule i* hrfinnine;
in Mm The pa*i ft* year* haw brought new
di*cowrfcH in chemotherapy.
And new duRnoMtc technique thai
comhnetlv"cw*"of X-rav machine* with che
"hr.nn*" of computer* And %ucccWul new
procram- of combination therapies.
SUc now have cvervthing « need to «ve
ahout half the proHc who get canc«

Amtrkan Cancer Society %

The Who's Who chart that was in last weeks News was
incorrect. This revised chart indicates proper administrative
organization. The News regrets the error.

Haiel Smith
Director.
Residence Life
Area I
William Leaning
Director,
Residence Life
Area II
372-2456

Vocont
Chief of Medical
Staff. Student
Health Service
372-2271

Help cure cancer
write now .
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Sports
'You usually come off the field mad.. .the
next time, you just want to go out and kill it.'

Phelps lets his leg do the talking
by Chris Shark
sports editor

Jim Phelps' punting career at
Bowling Green has taken off
about as rapidly as one of his nowpatented, spiral projectiles.
In just three games for the
Falcons, Phelps, a freshman.has
established himself as one of the
premier punters in the MidAmerican Conference.
Phelps already has reached the
stage where his statistics do some
pretty presuasive talking. This
week's MAC football report lists
Phelps atop the league's individual punting chart. His 21
kicks for 877 yards averages out to
41.8 yards a boot, bettering the
41.4-yard average of Miami's
Steve Bumpuss, the MAC'S
previous leader.
AND THEN THERE was BG's
losing effort at Ohio University a
couple of weekends ago, when
Phelps blasted five punts, each
averaging 45 yards, and had two
downed inside the Bobcat fiveyard line. The performance earned the Saline, Mich., product the
team's offensive player of the
week honor and head coach Denny Stolz's praise, "I thought he

ce photo
News Service

Jim Phelps

had won the football game for us
with those two kicks.''
The results of those two
fourth-quarter, into-the-wind
kicks were more a product of outside factors, Phelps admitted
later, than of his own ability.
"The first one went a long way
(58 yards), and it must have hit on
its point. That was just luck,"
Phelps said. "The other. I was
trying to kick it to the corner and
nobody caught it. It just rolled
dead."
During his weekly press conference following the OU game,
Stolz couldn't say enough about
his freshman find, calling him a
"god-send" with a "big-time leg.
"This punter, right now, is approaching an 'outstanding'
category, Stolz said. "This kid
has the ability to kick into the
wind like an airplane. He'll imKrove from the standpoint that
e'U be a consistently good
kicker."
PHELPS LEARNED in the
first quarter of last Saturday's
game at Michigan State just how
far he has to go to become what
Stolz calls a "consistently good
kicker." His first punt was airborn 40 yards but resembled a
baseball line drive, allowing ample room for a return.
Later, standing near the BG end
zone, Phelps experienced what
every punter, prep to professional, dreads — a Blocked punt.
His three-step preparation was
one step too many when the heat
was on, allowing Spartan cornerback James Burroughs the extra
moment he needed to get in front
of the kick. MSU converted the error into the game's first score.
"That blocked punt was the
punter's fault 100 percent," Stolz
said. "When the rush is on, he
should take two steps and punt;
when it isn't, he can take a little
more time. He took a little time all
right, but the rush was on.
"I know what he was thinking,"
Stolz continued. "His first
punt. . .was a line drive — not a

very good kick at all — probably
his worst of the year. So he got
back there the next time and
thought, i'm really going to boom
one this time.'"
Phelp's admits that his coach's
assessment is not far from the
truth.
"I kinda forgot," Phelps said of
the two-step strategy. "The first
one, I had some wind, and I looked
downfield and saw him (MSU's
punt returner Thomas Morris)
standing kinda shallow. I thought
I could kick it over his head. But I
just didn't kick it, and it just died.
"SO THE NEXT TIME, I was
gonna take my time. It (the block)
was probably my fault. That was
a lesson for me right there."
"You usually come off the field
mad (after a blocked kick)," he
said. "And the coach gets on you
for having it blocked, and you get
even madder. So the next time,
you just want to go out there and
kill it."
Phelps says that the solitary
world of a punter "is a big difference" from his days quarterbacking at Saline High School.
"I kinda get the impression that
I've got to relax and stay calm.
But it's hard. I feel secluded and
all by myself out there. Before the
game, everybody's yelling and
jumping around, but I've got to
take it easy."
IF THERE IS an occasion for
Phelps to "get a little itchy," it is
this weekend. Saturdays 1:30
&m. game here with Western
ichigan marks the first time the
young kicker will be confronted
with the gusting winds of Doyt
Perry Field.
"He's never kicked a football in
this thing," Stolz warned, pointing
from his office to the Doyt Perry
playing surface. "God only knows
what that'll do to him."
Though Phelps has booted into
the wind with success at Baylor,
Ohio and Michigan State, he stops
short of predicting the same
results in Doyt Perry's wind tunnel.

Bengal rookie
off to fine start

by Tracy Collins
News staff reporter

Neil Ridgway has a dream of becoming a professional soccer player. While dreams of being a
professional athlete are entertained by many,
such a dream is not irrational to a man of
Ridgway's stock.
"My granddad was a professional footballer
way back when," he said. "He had his own
amateur team in England, too. My dad played
professionally, so as soon as I could walk, I had a
ball at my feet.
"My main goal is to play professional soccer. It
always has been and it always will be, until I
reach the day that I know I won't or the day that I
do make it professional."
Ridgway, a sophomore at BG, was born in Manchester, England, and is now a resident of Burlington, Canada, a suburb of Toronto. The word
"football" has a different meaning there than it
does in the United States, since the English do not
call the sport "soccer." But he has learned to adjust his terminology, and that hasn't been the only
Americanization of Ridgway.

COLLINSWORTH has adjusted to the pro game
more quickly than many first-year players,
possibly because his college team employed a
sophisticated, passing offense. It also prepared
him for the media and fan attention, which he
handles well.
"Cris plays like a veteran," said center Blair
Bush. "He looks like he's been in the league five or
six years."
If anything has been unnerving to Collinsworth,
it was the fan reaction to the Bengals' only loss,
which came two weeks ago to the archrival
Cleveland Browns.
"I couldn't believe the way everybody wrote us
off after we lost to Cleveland," Collinsworth said.

Bowling Green's women's volleyball team
scored a marathon, come-from-behind victory
over the University of Toledo last night to raise its
record to 2-5,1-1 in the Mid-American Conference.
The Falcons rebounded from a two-games-to-one
deficit to record a 15-13, 9-15, 12-15, 15-12, 16-14
win. BG plays Bluff ton College tonight, at 7 p.m.,
in Anderson Arena.
Final tryouts for Bowling Green's precision
skating team, the Falconettes, will be held today
at 10:15 p.m. in the Ice Arena. Call Susan Bower
at 372-2264 or 352-0311 for more information.

Jim Phelps has just launched another ol his MAC-leading punts in last Saturday's game at
Michigan State. BG's Tom Qlendenlng (43) and MSU's Nate Hannah crowd the punter's landing.

Ridgway adds flavor to Falcons

CINCINNATI (AP)—Few rookies make their
presence known in the National Football League
as quickly as Cris Collinsworth, a wide receiver
from Florida, has with the Cincinnati Bengals.
Collinsworth leads the Bengals in pass receiving with 19 catches in four games. Sunday, he tied
a club record with 10 receptions in the 27-24 overtime victory over the Buffalo Bills.
"I'm iust happy we don't have a Thursday night
game this week. I'm beat," Collinsworth said.
"They told me after the game I had 10 catches — I
would have sworn I had 35."
Collinsworth has good speed for his size — 6foot-4 and 192 pounds. Those attributes, along with
his good hands, won him a starting assignment his.
first week in the Bengals' summer camp.
"They're playing the same game out there,
although it is a little tougher getting open," he
said, comparing professional football to the college game. "I took off on a streak pattern once —
this guy covering me, if it had been 100 yards, he'd
have beaten my be 10 yards."

Sports briefs.

still photo by Al Fucht

Half photo by Dal* Omort

Neil Ridgway

"WHEN I FIRST came over, I found the
American game to be much quicker — everything
was 100 miles an hour. The forwards were playing
defense. In England, you just stay in your position, here you've got to dig back and help on
defense. That's the big thing — too much running," he said, laughing.
Coming to the United States also meant a personal adjustment for Ridgway, but he found the
people to be congenial, be said. Ridgway's
brother, David, a record-setting placekicker for
the University of Toledo football team from 1977
to 1979, also helped in the adjustment process.
"I didn't know anyone, just coming to the U.S.,
and Bowling Green was right down the road. He
could come down and see me (and) make me get
over my homesickness, which was hard at first,"
Ridgway said.

"When I first came over I had hardly met any
people, but (BG coach) Gary (Palmisano) helped
me come out of my shell. I was a shy person. I love
to meet people. I feel as though this is my home
now."
Ridgway has a cheering section for home
games, including a large group at last Saturday's
match against Miami. He has not disappointed the
fans, scoring five goals and notching four assists
in BG's first six games.
"I WAS HOPING I'd have a good year this year,
and I've started off very well,' he said. "I hope to
keep scoring. We've not played many important
games so far, just two or three. In the important
games, like Akron and Indiana, if I can score a
goal I will be more than pleased."
Two of Ridgway's goals have come on penalty
kicks, which is a specialty with him.
"I took a lot of penalty kicks when I was in
England. Last season we had only one penalty
kick, and I scored the winning goal against
Michigan State; that felt great, he said. "We
have had two (penalty kicks) already this season,
and I hope we nave more. I rarely miss, so I am
always confident when we get the penalty kick.
"I love being the playmaker. It gives me a great
feeling when I score, out it's a more intense feeling when one of my passes goes into the back of
the net off somebody else's foot."
Ridgway said he hopes that learning both the
English and American styles of soccer will increase his chances of playing professionally. The
fact that his status will change from a LondonCanadian immigrant to a Canadian citizen before
he graduates from BG will also enhance his
chances of playing, since many teams like to use
North American citizens, he said.
"I TRAVELED out to Minnesota, and I trained
with the Minnesota Kicks (of the North American
Soccer League)," Ridgway said. "I had a great
time, but I was still an English citizen then, and
they only had a certain amount of work visas,
which they decided to use on the older players.
For once, I felt bad about being English."

Reds beat Astros to remain in NL West pennant pursuit
CINCINNATI (AP) — Mario Soto scattered five
hits through eight innings, then got relief help
from Tom Hume as the Cincinnati Reds defeated
Houston 5-2 last night to move within one-half
game of the first-place Astros in the National
League West.
The division rivals each have four games left,
including their final meeting of the season here to-

day, in the race for the second-half title.
Craig Reynolds slammed his fourth homer of
the season off Soto in the third inning, and Cesar
Cedeno led off the seventh with his fourth homer,
but that was all Houston could manage against
Soto.
In the ninth, after Soto, 11-9, walked Jose Cruz
and Alan Ashby. Hump came on to record his 13th

save by getting Cedeno to bounce into a double
play, then got Art Howe to ground to shortstop.
George Foster matched Reynolds' effort with a
solo homer in the fifth,his 21st of the season.
Cedeno made it 3-2 with his homer but the Reds
scored two more times in the bottom of the inning
to seal their 13th victory in 16 games.
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Living/Arts
Fall
Fashions

Darcy Coss and Marc Flamming show oil the more formal
fall faahlons. Darcy la wear
ing a black dress with melalic
thread and jewelry. Marc la
wearing a baalc two piece
auit.
Below:. More casual fashions
are worn by Bart Market In a
tweed jacket and Linette
Zanona In a India gauze
blouse.

photos by
AlFuchs
and
Dale Omori

Debbie Derbin (r) modela a knit sweater and Khaki pants. Connie Embrescia wears a more traditional
button-down shirt, knickers, and docksiders.

Traditional fashions for men-women returning
by Marie Claterlno
News stalf reporter

The new look tor women this fall
actually is something old.
Traditional tweeds and oldfashioned feminine frills, Shetland
sweaters, soft-knitted sweaters
with matching skirts and knickers
are only a few of the styles for
fashion this fall.
The best looks this season hinge
on a mixture of color, pattern and
texture. Purples, lavendars,
grays and browns are the
ominating colors. Tweeds, corduroy and khaki materials
highlight the fabrics that create
the styles in pants and skirts, according to local clothing store personnel.
Button-down and rounded collar
oxfords under any style of
sweater with a monogram or
designs on the yolks or front are
still popular this season along
with designer jeans, dresses.

skirts and colorful bow ties
around the neck.
ALSO MAINTAINING a carry
over from last season in popularity are dock side shoes, plaid headbands and knee sock warmers in
solids or plaids worn under a plaid
or solid pleated skirt.
One local fashion store owner
suggested the traditional look is
dominating the fashion scene this
fall while another said the emphasis is on mixing and matching
old clothes with updated items.
Lori Stearns, a sales clerk at
The Powder Puff, said that
although some of last year's big
fashion trends are still prevalent,
new styles are gaining consumer
attention.
ONE OF the new styles is
knickers with a cuff, button cuff

anything on top including com
plementing
blouses, vests,
sweaters or blazers.
Accessories are basically the
same as last year.

Knee socks and opaques under
skirts are practical and warm.
Wooden handled bermuda bags
with button-on colorful covers and
plaid fabric bags with leather
shoulder straps or plastic rounded
handles also are carry overs from
last season.
GEMSTONE JEWELRY in
emeralds, sapphires made of
glass or plastic worn as a single
chunky stone or on a bracelet are
fashionable as well as
old-fashioned brooches, pins, or
earrings
Mary Lee Glenn, associate professor and program adviser for
or elastic at tne anMes in either a
fashion merchandisng and
corduroy or wool fabric. These
can be paired up with almost
Margorie Miller, an instructor in

textiles clothing and interior
by Marie Clsterino
design coordinator at the UniverNews staff reporter
sity stressed the importance in Men looking to be in style this
choosing styles this fall that will fall probably won't have to search
be durable and fashionable.
further than their own closets.
Dave Gladieux, owner and
"If you're going to pay more. manager of Pfisterer's Gladieux
you want to make sure you make Clothiers and His Lady's Tweeds
J
a correct color choice, Miller downtown described the basic
">«-«
said. She emphasized that women fashion outlook for men.
are spending more money on What's new this fall is a bulky,
fashions this fall in order to get knitted "Rage" sweater,
quality rather than quantity.
He stressed that the "designer
look" in jeans and other clothes is
METALLIC threads woven into for the west and east coasts and
sweaters and shirts are featured not Bowling Green,
in stores along with items like THE GENERAL, traditional
shoes, belts and ribbons with a outfit is "in" and alligator shirts
silver, bronze or gold metallic are "out." Lacoste alligator
clothes can be bought almost any
finish.
and it just is not the upStearns said the western styles place style,
Gladieux said. ,
with cowboy boots, hats and dated
Basic Shetland crew-necks and
western-cut skirts and tailored lambs
wool v-necks are selling
blazers are catching on, as well as and corduroy
and khaki pants are
continued on page 13
still very strong, he said.

Button-down oxfords are also
worn in a variety of solids, stripes
and checks.
THE EMPHASIS. Gladieux explained, is on the two-piece suit
that can be dressed up or down.
The coat, for example,
can be
F
'
.
r ired w th nice jea ns or mat
ching trousers and also worn with
several styles of shirts and
sweaters.
Preppy still is the key word in
the fall fashion line.
PENNY LOAFERS and dockside boat shoes are big sellers
along with more expensive and
better quality labels.
Gladieux believes the male
trend is to invest in clothing that is
fashionable, versatile and durable
even if it is higher priced.
"The primary reason why the
preppy look is so popular is
because the look will never KO out
of style. It lasts forever, ' he-aid.
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Personal color analysis helps plan wardrobe
Fashion industry often preys on yellows and color shadows) and if
the consumer's senses and eye ap- the value of these hues are light,
peal by coming up with new color medium or dark and if the intensischemes and names to attract a ty is bright, medium or gray.
buyer to try on its product and
eventually buy it, she said.
In order for the process to work,
"Every fashion season, they the woman must be without
come up with glamorous names. makeup and wearing a white top.
The fashion industry tries to pick
fashion names to sell items," she
She is placed in front of a mirror
said.
to see herself at all times. What
analyst must initially deter"They use colors to whet the ap- the
mine
if the woman is warm baspetite — to make it more appeal- ed (anisexample
is a yellow color)
ing."
or a cool based (a blue color). Two
separate fabric bibs are tried on
CONSCIENTIOUS women must her to see which suits her colorlearn to overlook the gimics and ing.
selling techniques of the designers
and concentrate on styles that not
only look and make them feel
THE COLOR scheme also is
good, but those that will be stylish divided in to the four seasons with
enough to last through several different color shades for each.
seasons, Radeloff said.
One woman, for example could be
a warm based winter. Both warm
Part of the color training pro- or cool-based and a certain season
cess is teaching women to are chosen for each person.
recognize the psychological tricks
that colors can play in certain atmospheres.
Texture of the skin, hair, eye,
lip and teeth color, and freckle
"Color has a pleasurable, tone are also examined.
arousal aspect to it. Red is fiery
and passionate. Blue is calm and Since the face is usually the
green is an envy color, a cooler center of interest, Radeloff
color we associate with nature."
stresses to her students the imporof using color wisely to
Some people have a natural tance
tendency to choose colors that are enhance natural beauty.
right for them, she said. GeneralIf colors are chosen wisely, skin
ly, young women under 25 can
wear just about any style and col- can be made to appear clearer.
or and get away with it. Color Once a color is determined it can
coordination is rapidly gaining be subject to change for a number
popularity among the 25 and over of reasons.
age group.

by Marl* Clttarlno
Nawa staff raoortar

Primping in front of the threeway mirror in the woman's
department, Shelley has no problem making her fall wardrobe
selections.
She chooses the red dress
because it slims her pudgy hips
while the beige jumper seems to
accent her skinny waist. The
yellow and green flowered silk
blouse soon will join the clothes in
her already overstuffed closet.
Shelley only is one of many
women shoppers who select
fashions on the basis of eye appeal
or personal attraction rather than
practicality.
DISCREET fashion planning,
along wth careful makeup and
color coordination is reviving
from its 1950s popularity. University fashion experts say they
regard this trend as an important
step in assisting women who want
to find the colors, styles and
cosmetics for their individual
chemistry.
Color coordination is taking on
new perspectives in the 1980s.
With the price of clothing continuing to climb each fashion season,
some women are discovering the
benefits of participating in a personal color and texture analysis to
determine what colors best suit
their features.
Dr. Deanna Radeloff, associate
professor of home economics, explained the process of finding the
ideal color scheme on a woman.
What many women are not
aware of is that each of the 12
primary colors of the spectrum
have hues, highlights and intensities, she said.
For example, she said, someone
who always was told they looked
good in red might really only look WHEN A fashion analyist
good in a certain shade of red, she begins to. evaluate a woman's colsaid.
ONCE THE right color is found or, he looks at a number of facin a step-by-step process that tors.
could take an hour or a week,
Radeloff said, the goal is to help a
Color and texture of the skin
person find the perfect shade for play important roles. The analyist
her in that color family.
checks the hues (balances of red.

to keep in mind when trying on
colors. There is importance in
observing the effect on your skin,
lips, hair and eyes. The way a color reflects, intensifies or appears
in various lighting or atmospheres can either complement or detract from appearance.
After all facial features are
analyzed and one primary flattering color is chosen and approved
by the woman, several colored
bibs in that primary shade are
placed around her neck.
After a color family is chosen
for the woman, she can also
receive consultation on make-up
colors which will generally be
similar to the initial color.
A WOMAN is encouraged to
select colors in clothing and
make-up that coincide with the
analysist's decision. A combination of color coordination, makeup, clothing and figure analysis is
the best way to begin a new beauty regime, Radeloff said.
Radeloff suggested a few simple tips a woman may want to consider when preparing her own daily beauty routine.
The best place to check for color
is on the underside of the wrist.
Never wear a shirt, blouse or
sweater that is whiter than your
smile. It will exaggerate the
yellow or creamy tones in your
teeth. She also said it is wise not to
wear rouge or blush that is darker
than the end of your finger after
you've pinched it.

"BECOMINGNESS of colors
should be analyzed often, since
age, amount of tan, state of health
and change of hair may affect
changes in becoming colors
within one's identified grouping,"
she said.

Although color coordination
classes are popular in California,
only recently nave several stores
began offering seminars and
classes. Radeloff said Higbee's
and Halle's of Cleveland are two
stores planning on offering this
program to women at a cost that
Radeloff suggests some points could be as high as $70.

ataff ptiotoa by Oala Omotl
Dr. Daanna Radeloff, assistant professor of Horns
Economics, tsst for material, color and texture to
match the features of Linda Redwlne, a Junior fashion
merchandising major.

Interested in writing? Become a B G
News volunteer reporter. Inquire at
the B G News office. 106 University Hall.]
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Weekend Special
Thurs.
MISS J STRIKES IT RICH IN METALLICS:
ACCESSORIES THAT GET A LOOK GLOWING!
This is your season to shine, night and day. The
accents coordinate as they simply radiate fashion.
A. Tri-toned in bronze/pewter/gold: the all-leather
shoulder bag. Thin, soft, unstructured. 8Vix12", $33.
B. Bead necklaces in gleaming browns, beaming greys.
The 18" length, $6, 24" length, $7, 30" length, $8.
C. Bronze or pewter pull-through leather belt.
Soft and supple, IK" wide, $13.
D. Golden leaf pierced earrings, H" to W long, $5.
The 1W long pendant is a real leaf that has
been given a golden coating. On 30" chain, $7.

Jacobsoris
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings until 9:00.
Franklin Park. Toledo.

Blouses

Fri.

Sat.

and

Shirts

selected styles
100% cotton - polyblends
solids, plaids, stripes.

25% to

50% off

Hours
Mon. thru Sat. 9:30 to 5:30
Tuo. Ewe. till 9:00

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
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"Free, flippant and feminine"
University Activities Organization has a variety of films planned land "clean-cut and traditional"
was the way the News described
for fall quarter.
the fall fashions in 1966.
The mini-skirt and long
Tonight's film,"Showboat",
led the fashion outlook
was made in 1936. It tells the story sweaters
women. The pants suit in bold
of entertainers living together for
conservative color combinaaboard a riverboat that travels and
tions
also was a favorite.
the Mississippi River. Highlighted
Long-sleeved
bermuda-collar
by Paul Robeson's version of the
tune 'Old Man River', the film is a blouses and stretch slacks were
classic for musical lovers. The popular on the ski slopes, but the
everyday "poor boy" college look
film is at 8 p.m. in Gish Theater.
centered around the loose
Friday, Oct. 2,"Stir Crazy" modified A-line dress, pea
starring Gene Wilder and Richard jackets, and simple, tailored,
Pryor will be shown in the Main double-breasted A-cut coats. For
Auditorium. Wilder and Pryor dress-up occassions, fur-collared
star as two zany New York show and cuff coats led the style.
biz hopefuls who head West to find
Lower block heels, rounder toes
fame and fortune. In the process in dress shoes and rugged-looking
they find themselves framed for a loafers in Scotch-grain or smooth
bank heist and railroaded into the
state penitentiary. In the pen, here for its third time. The film
they encounter scheming features a psychopathic killer,
wardens, sadistic guard, bullies stalking a small town woman on
and their own inept Dad luck. The Halloween eve. The film will be
shown in the Main Auditorium.
show is at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m.
"The Rose" will be shown twice
The midnight movie Friday
night is "Halloween", appearing Sunday night, Oct. 4 in the Main

Women.

Festival Series slates
top performers

Styles of 1966 similar
to today's fashions

Fall films
from UAO

leather were preferred. Driving
gloves, cluches, matching tamscarf-sox combination, over-theshoulder bags, chains and pins
were important accessories.
Headbands were worn with
everything.

The sleeveless sweater-vest,
worn under a sports coat and the
tennis sweater featuring navy
with white trim was a year-round
winner. The look in dress slacks
was plaids, checks and stripes,
usually worn with blazers or
blazer-look sports coats.

THE COLORS for that fall were
earthy browns and greens on a
continuum of shades from shocking to shy accented by orange, red
and yellow. Eggplant, a deep,
rich.almost purple replaced the
earlier popular cranberry.
The men's look in 1966 was
similar to this year's fashions.
The sway in sweaters was the
crew neck in Shetland wools and
v-necked lambs wool. The "in"
colors were bronze whiskey and
blue heather.

Dress shirts took the widetracked stripe route, set off by the
three-piece suit with a reversible
vest, in herringbone, hopsacking
and Oxford weave. The tie was a
popular three to three and onefourth inches wide.
In the in-crowd of outerwear,
the light-weight western-look
jacket, Baracuda jacket and the
all-weather trench coat led the
look.

Auditorium. Bette Midler, is a
hard-singing rock star who cannot
reconcile publicadulation with her
own deeply rooted loneliness. On
stage she is electrifying and
energetic, while offstage she is
burning herself out by drinking

and popping pills. This movie is
based on the life of Janis Joplin. a
former rock singer who died of
drug overdose. The show is at 7
p.m. and 9 p.m.
Most admissions are $1 with student ID.

from page ' 1

sweatshirts decorated in different
prints and textures worn with
matching sweat pants or jeans.
SHAWLS are also in the fashion
spotlight and can be draped over a
matching sweater or bloused and
belted.
Blouses are taking on a more

highlight a straight, tubular
chemise - an unfitted smock-like
dress without a fitted waistline.
PUFFY SLEEVES and a mixture of pants, shirts and dresses
with a feminine touch will
dominate clothing racks, she addMiller agreed with the retailers ed.
comments on fashion trends this Miller believes the designer
fall, but she believes the look will lines will continue to be popular.

oriental pattern with asymmetrical collars and prints. Lacey
and ruffled yolks in softer silks
and colors complement a fuller
skirt and blazer and promote a
feminine aDpearance.

"If the designers all fizzled out,
so would the ready wear. We need
the designers," she said
Glenn believes the sophisticated
look is back and more individualism in dressing.
"People are feeling that they
don't have to dress like someone
else anymore. They can do their
own thing."

Internationally renowned
violinist and violist Pinchas
Zukerman will highlight the
opening Festival Series performance tonight in Kobacher
Hall.
The Festival Series, in its second year at the University, brings in some of the world's
finest musicians for a fiveconcert series.
Zukerman, though still only
in his 30s, has performed with
such notable colleagues as
Jean-Pierre Rampal, Itzhak
Perlman and Isaac Stern.
Zukerman, music director of
the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, is a frequent guest on
"The Today Show" and has appeared with talk show hosts
Phil Donahue and Dick Cavett.
THE SECOND performance
in the series will feature pianist
Jorge Bolet who will appear in
recital on Nov. 14 at the Moore
Musical Arts Center.
Now head of the piano department at Philadelphia's Curtis
Institute of Music, Bolet has
been called the "poet of the
keyboard." He regularly performs in South and Central
America, South Africa, the
Orient, Australia and the

United States.
Tchaikovsky Competition
Gold Medal winner Nathaniel
Rosen will give a cello recital
on Jan. 9.
Rosen has won numerous
competitions including the
Naumberg Cello Competition,
the Piatigorsky Award and the
Coleman Chamber Music Auditions. He has served as princi?le cellist of the Los Angeles
hamber Orchestra and the
Pittsburgh Symphony.
DUTCH SOPRANO Elly
Ameling will appear in recital
on April 12. Noted for her interf retation of German lieder and
rench melodies, Ameling also
is known for opera, oratorio
and chamber music.
The series will conclude on
May 4 when pianist Andre
Watts and violinist Charles
Treger give a duo recital at
Kobacher Hall.
Since his debut with Leonard
Bernstein's "Young People's
Concert" at the age of 16, Watts
has been well known as a
soloist. Averaging 150 concerts
each year, he is the youngest
person to receive an honorary
doctorate from Yale University
in more than 200 years.

Do you know someone that has received an award,
scholarship or other recognition? Send their name and
general information to People in the News, c/o The BG
News, which will appear every Friday starting Oct. 9.
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thursday! 7 to lO p.m.

macy's bowling green
college night sale
1

Lasalle's has changed its name to Macy's! Come celebrate our excitement with values throughout
r
.the
store. We'll
savings for you.
Is./! i Ivyi ■ vis at
m 5:30
*^*%^^j and
%■■■ iv. re-open
me aiuic.
ne 11 close
uiuac tomorrow
—■" at 7:00 with special
Entire stock misses coats

Misses knit vests

Misses plaid shirts

Misses velveteen jackets

save 25%

save 22%-25%

'/3 off

save 25%

Choose from wool, poplin, leather
styles and more. Sizes 6-18. S-M-L.
Rag. $56-$180. sole $70-$225
Misses Coots (021 /55/70/172/154/169/45)

Pullover, cardigan and front button
styles in fall colors. S-M-L.
Reg. $12-$18. sale $*-$14
Westport Sweaters (DIM)

long sleeve styles in red. navy,
green, brown. Cotton/polyester
blend. Reg. $18. sale $13
Westport Blouses (DM)

2-pocket lined blazers with notched
collar in fall fashion colors.
8-18. Reg. $60. sale $46
Westport Separates (01*4)

Young Collector denims

Time and Time pants

Russ Togs coordinates

Women's coordinates

save 20%

save 50%

save 20%

save 20%

Elastic waist 2-pocket styles in
fall shades. 8-16. Reg. $28 $36. sale $20
Young Westpon (D660)

Country Fair coordinates in woven
cotton/polyester. Royal, cinnamon.
10-18. Reg. $22-$42. sole $11 $21
Westport Coordinates (0162)

Pants, jackets, skirts and tops in
fall shades. Polyester blends. 32-44.
Reg. $22-$50. tale 17.40-40.00
Women's World (078)

Indigo jeans of 100% cotton denim.
Many styles. Sizes 6-16.
Reg. $28 $44. sale 22.40-36.20
Young Collector (D662)

Shetland, lambswool sweaters

Woven oxford shirts

Levi's and Farah jeans

Koret, Act III fashions

save 20%

save 25%

save 20%

save 20%

Time and Time sweaters

sale$12
Novelty acrylic sweaters in four
styles. Fall shades in sizes S-M-L.
Special purchase $12
Young Westport (0660)

Regatta sport separates

save 20%
Wool blend flannel pants, skirts,
blazers. Brown, blue. Sizes 6-16.
Reg. $58 $90. sale46.40-77.00
Young Collector (0168)

Basic, novelty shetlands

save 25%

Many styles with craw, v-necks
and more. 6 colors. S-M-L.
Rag. $18-$36. sola 14.40-2t.t0
Young Collector (D667|

Solid styles in white, pink, blue,
yellow. Many plaids. 6-16.
Reg. 20.00, sale 14.00
Young Collector (0661)

Entire stock Levi's and Farah jeans.
Many styles. Sizes 8-18.
Reg. $26-$32. sale 1f.S0-24.00
Moderate Separates (D8S)

Polyester coordinates in mauve,
navy, black, white. Sizes 8-18.
Reg. $25 $72 sale 20-87.60
Moderate Coordinates (0109)

Crew neck sweaters in green, red.
navy, gray and more. S-M-L.
Reg. $18$32 sale 13.60-24.00
Moderate Sweaters (094)

Selected woven blouses

French connection shirts

Selected junior dresses

Junior pants and skirts

Junior status denims

save 25%

save 25%

save 25%

Many styles in plaids, stripes and
oxford solids. Sizes 8-16.
Rag. $18$ 19. sola 13.M-14.2S
Moderate Blouses (D63)

100% royon camp shirts in an arroy
of fall colors. S-M-L.
Reg. $24-$26, sale lt.00-lf.60
Perspective Tops (D69)

Knit, acrylic styles and more. Fall
shades in sizes 3-13.
Reg. $24-$48, sale $U-$34
Junior Dresses (0115/215/245)

save 25%

save 25%

Spectator trousers and skirts in
fall colors. Sizes 5-13.
Reg. $38-$65. sale 30.40-44.00
Junior Perspectives (0220)

Sasson. Jordache and Sergio Valente
styles In sizes 5-13.
Reg. $40-$54. sale 30.00-40.50
Junior Perspectives (0224)

Junior basic sweaters

Entire stock junior coats

Levi's basic jeans

Junior fall coordinates

Junior blouses

save 20%

save 25%

save 25%

save 20%

All blazer jackal and coat styles.
Wool blends and more. Sizes 5-13.
Reg. $40-1180. sale $32-144
Junior coats (0119)

5-pocket Western styles in 100%
cotton denim. Sizes 5-13.
Reg. 24.00. sale 11.00
Junior Jeons(Dl21)

Blazers, skirts and pants in camel
wool blends. 5-13.
Reg. $27-$78. sale 20.25-SI.50
Junior Coordinates (D214)

Entire stock junior blouses. Many
fabrics in fall shades. 5-13.
Reg. $19-$39, sale 16.20-31.20
Junior Tops (0133)

Selected acrylic blends in solid
fall shades. Sizes S-M-L.
Reg. $15 $22. sale 11.25-14.50
Jonior Knit Tops (D635)

Misses night gowns

Misses fleece robes

Men's fall sweaters

Men's rugby shirts

Sasson bras, bikinis

save 20%
Entire stock Sasson bras and bikinis.
White, nude, fashion colors.
Reg. 4.25-8.00, sale 3.40-6.40
Contemporary Foundations (D442)

Flannel sport shirts

save 25%

save 20%

Nylon fleece robes In pastels and
fashion colors. P-S-M-L.
Reg. $3*1 $42, sale 21,50-31.50
Robes and loungeweor (064)

Warm long gowns in flannel and
nylon. Prints and solids. P-S-M-L.
Reg. $20-$36. sale 16.00-21.10
Misses Sleepweor (02M)

Accessories, outerwear

Men's dress shirts

save 20%

save 25%

save 25%

Orion v-neck and chenille sweaters In
fall colors. S-M-L-XL.
Reg. $19-$26. sale 1S.20-20.t0
Men's Sweaters (0107)

Entire stock famous maker cotton
blends. Many colors. S-M-L.-XL.
Reg. $18-$34. sale 13.S0-26.S0
Men's Knits (027)

Men's sport coats

Men's fall slacks

save 20%

save 25%

save 20%

save 20%

save 20%

Men's 100% cotton sport shirts in
many fall plaids. S M L XL.
Reg. $12 $18. sale$16-$24
Men's Sport Shirt. (039)

Macy's own full fit solid broadcloth
shirts. 14'/,-l6'/,. 32-35.

All coats, jackets, gloves, mufflers.
Many styles in fall shades.
Reg $10-$120. sole $t-$96
Men's Accessories (069), Men's Outerwear (D103)

Wools, suedes, corduroys and more.
Tan. brown, grey. 38-46R. 40-44L.
Reg. $85-$100, sale $6t-$t0
Men's Moderate (D19S)

Men's underwear, hosiery

Denim, corduroy jeans

Levi's flannel dress shirts

Jordache, Calvin Klein

Levi's jeans, corduroys

save 25%

save 20%

save 20%

save 20%

sale$13-$14

Entire stock Gold Toe hosiery and
Jockey underwear. Fashion shades.
Reg. 2.50-13.00, sale 1.17-9.75
Men's Furnishings (DI0S)

100% cotton in med. blue, indigo,
tan. Sizes 32-42
Reg. $24-$32. sale 19.20-25.60
Men's Jeons(Dlt9)

Young men's status denim jeans.
Fall colors. Sizes 28-38.
Reg. $39442. sale 31.20-33.60
Young Men's ■otloms (Dl«3)

Young men's slocks, reg. $l 8 $19
Many styles. 28-38 waist.
30-36 length. Many colors.
Young Men's levi's (0443)

Reg. 16.00. sale 12.60
Men's Dress Shirts (DS)

.

Cotton and cotton/polyester.
Many colors. S-M-L-XL.
Reg. $16 $21. tele 1S.20-16.M
Young Men's Tops (0104)

Regular and belted styles in fall
colors. Sizes 32-40.
Reg. $28-$42. sale 22.40-33.60
Men's Moderate (0I9S)

macys

